Japanese Image Use Workshop

Date: Friday, April 23, 2010
Time: 2:00 – 4:00 PM
Place: Room 113, Hamilton Library

If you use or will use images from Japan for your scholarly publications, this workshop will enable you to:

- Be aware of issues in using images, particularly those from Japan, for scholarly publications.
- Be able to seek permissions for image use from Japan on your own.

Opening remarks
Ms. Paula Mochida, Interim University Librarian

Introduction to the NCC and Image Use Protocol
Tokiko Y. Bazzell, Japan Specialist Librarian

Image Permissions for Scholarly Publications
Patricia Crosby, Executive Editor, UH Press

Japanese Image Use Experiences
John Szostak, Assistant Professor of Art History

Image Uses: Museum Perspective
Asako Shiba, Japanese Language Cataloger and Automation Coordinator, Honolulu Academy of Arts

Demonstration of the Image Use Protocol Website
Tokiko Y. Bazzell and Asako Shiba

Q & A

Closing